
Cloud health check
Technical Advisory Services

As a trusted partner, we 
will help accelerate your 
journey towards operational 
excellence in the cloud. 

The challenge

In our ever-evolving world, organisations need to be 
able to adapt. As an essential enabler of agile operating 
models, cloud has therefore become the “new normal” for 
how we work.

But with constant developments to cloud services 
comes the increasing complexity of managing them; a 
key challenge being the need to ensure that all elements 
operate in an efficient and optimal way. 

Navigating this requires the right expertise, so that you’re 
confident you have well-architected systems in place.
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75%

50%

30%

enterprises do not have a  
fit-for-purpose cloud strategy.
Source: Gartner 2022

of core business svstems have not  
been modernised.
Source: 2022 CGI Voice of our Clients

of public cloud services’ clients 
will experience escalating costs 
and failures resulting from poor 
management in 2023.
Source: Gartner 2022

estimated waste from multi-cloud use. 
Source: Flexera 2022
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How we can help

Using our extensive real-world experience, knowledge, 
and expertise around Azure, we help clients achieve 
well-architected, maintained, and understood Microsoft 
Azure cloud environments.

Using our CGI cloud framework, we can assess 
your Microsoft Azure cloud environment using a 
focused lens. This provides you with a comprehensive 
understanding of your existing cloud usage, and 
recommendations of how to maximise value realisation.

We will also prepare you for a positive change 
experience. Even for complex projects with lots of 
moving parts, our health check will empower you 
with the confidence to make an impactful transition 
from old, to new cloud-enabled ways of working that 
support your organisation’s success.

Our approach

We start by identifying your current cloud usage. This 
includes meeting with key stakeholders to understand 
all aspects of your cloud footprint, along with any 
challenges you face, and the business drivers that 
need to be incorporated.
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We will provide a comprehensive report with the 
findings of your health check. This includes key 
recommendations to ensure maximum value can be 
achieved from your public cloud environment. 

We also outline the next steps for maximum success 
in your future cloud journey.
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Review

Discover

We then review the data collated alongside all 
stakeholder input, and assess against the CGI cloud 
adoption framework to ensure we reduce risks and 
maximise the value of your cloud transformation.
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Assess

No matter where 
you are on your 
cloud journey, 
our Technical 
Advisory 
experts are 
here to help 
you manage 
and optimise 
your cloud 
environment.

Vision, 
goals, 

imperatives

Security, 
compliance, 
sustainability

Accelerate 
transformation

Continuous 
change

Business 
value

Optimise

Continuous 
improvement

Cost to 
operate

Envisioning 
the right future

Industry 
experience

Building it 
right

Technical expertise 
and assets

Operating it 
the right way

Operational 
excellence



About CGI
Insights you can act on 
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest IT and business consulting services firms in the world.

We are insights-driven and outcomes-based to help accelerate returns on your investments. Across 21 industry 
sectors in 400 locations worldwide, our 91,000 professionals provide comprehensive, scalable and sustainable IT 
and business consulting services that are informed globally and delivered locally.

For more information

Visit cgi.com/uk/advisory-services 
Email us at enquiry.uk@cgi.com

The benefits

Our aim is to make sure that your Microsoft cloud journey empowers your organisation to thrive. We’ll help you 
tailor best practices from Microsoft to enable the best results.

Our health check will empower you with:

Improved insights – A comprehensive understanding of your current cloud footprint and how it is 
consumed.

FinOps – Ensuring you have the requisite knowledge to be in complete control of your cloud costs, 
including how to use cloud services optimally with inherent security and governance guardrails.

Quality assurance – The capability to align your cloud usage with the principles of a well-architected 
framework for cloud.

Experience – With +45 years of experience, we’ll provide you with the expertise to instill confidence 
in your cloud vision, ensuring that it aligns with your business goals.

Sustainability - We use our industry knowledge and sustainability and climate change expertise to 
help you identify and take advantage of opportunities to lower your carbon footprint.
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